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Synopsis
This campaign-by-campaign account of the Civil War examines the economic, social, political, and military aspects of this turbulent period.
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Customer Reviews
Many pages use the same map with differing troop positions. Repeated maps use same title block boiler plate with misleading dates. Text blocks that describe troop movements blot out many place names. Text blocks have small print and are difficult to read. Some key court houses, farms, towns, fords, bridges are omitted when there was sufficient white space to include them.

This book is worthless. It's a chopped up version of the original and should be sold with a sticker that says "for children only". It should be sold with crayons! Although cheap in price it makes up for it by being cheap in quality as well. Basically, it's crap!!!!!! But at least I have something to help start a fire this winter.

Excellent maps of the major battles of the Civil War!

Our oldest son is a war buff...any war, any century, but especially WWII and the Civil War. He reads this book over and over and enjoyed adding it to his library.
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